
See the AccuCount in action

AccuCount is an automatic  
carton filler that gives you  
a solution to a variety  
of problems.



Accurate 
AccuCount gives you single piece accuracy. 

Whether you’re filling a large RPC unit or a 

smaller metric footprint container, AccuCount 

will give you reliable accuracy and a gentle 

touch. Many count fillers rely on measuring  

the diameter of your products to measure 

counts. That can lead to miscounts, due to 

varied diameters or irregular shaped products. 

AccuCount uses reliable sensor technology in 

protected housing to eliminate miscounts due 

to lighting problems, whether from outside 

light sources or ambient light.  

Gentle 
AccuCount is designed to be gentler on your products while maintaining accuracy. The system uses a hopper design, 

allowing counted product to accumulate to the specified fill before releasing to the target carton. This protects the 

product by preventing awkward drops that can damage products and increase your loses.

Flexible 
AccuCount is fast. It’s unique hopper design allows for filled cartons to be removed 

and replaced by empties as the product is counted. That means your line moves 

quickly and consistently. The AccuCount is capable of filling between 8 and 12 

boxes per minute, while still protecting your product from damage. The intuitive, 

easy-to-use controls allow for even novice operators to set target counts and 

the number of containers. Adjustments to speed or count are easy to make. It 

also means that AccuCount will consistently save valuable time and your lines 

keep moving, increasing your bottom line.

Exeter Engineering offers a variety of accumulators — like the XTR100 4-Belt  

Even Flow Accumulator — that pair perfectly with AccuCount. We can also easily  

integrate the AccuCount into existing packaging lines or build you entirely new 

packaging lines to meet your current and future needs. Like all our equipment, 

AccuCount is engineered and built to our exacting standards. Solid construction, 

simple design, intuitive software, and reliable parts mean your AccuCount will be 

a dependable partner for season after season.

If you are looking for an carton filler with superior accuracy and a gentle touch, 

take a look at the AccuCount Filler, by Exeter Engineering.

109 West Pine Street, Exeter, CA 93221, United States

Telephone: +1 559 592 3161 

E-mail: sales@exeterengineering.com  

Website: https://www.exeterengineering.com/

Common sense reliability and cutting-edge technology.  

That’s Exeter Engineering. That’s the AccuCount Filler.


